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one would dare to utter an on
scene word In his presence."
Colonel's Nephew Testifies.
Philip Roosevelt, a son of W. fern-le- n
Roosevelt, who is a first cousm
of the former president, a very tail,
slender young man of 21, having been
'
sworn, said he was a newspaper man
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of New York City.
"How long havo you known the
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ILL
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PUT 0

TRIAL

GET-N-

SERVIA IS READY

PERJURY

FAVOR

plaintiff?" inquired Attorney Pound.
"Weil, he's known me all my life SENATE WILL DROP FIVE PER WITNESS IN. THE CASE OF THE DELEGATE FROM THAOT COUNTRY
.CENT DIFFERENTIAL FROM
RECEIVES INSTRUCTIONS
STATE
AGAINST LOUIS ROBThere was laughter at this reply
IS
AT LONDON.
TARIFF BILL.
DEFENDANT
ERTS
and the witness changed Ms reply
to: "I've known him as long as I can
remember."
WILSON FAVORS THIS PLAN NEW INDICTMENT COMES IN RE
GRAY
LORD
NOTIFIES
OBSCENITY IS DISTASTEFUL
The witness' home at Oyster Bay
is within a hundred yards of the
DECLARES HIMSELF IN AN IN- PLEA IN ABATEMENT TO FORMER GREECE AND MONTENEGRO,
IT
USE
TO
DARE
plaintiff. He testified to Intimate asNOBODY WOULD
IS
TERVIEW
SENATOR
FOLWITH
MADE
BY
BILL
.
WILL
NULL
EXPECTED,
TRUE
sociation with the plaintiff camping,
IMPROPER LANGUAGE IN
LOW SUIT.
SIMMONS 'TODAY.
riding, swimming,
GRAND JURY
fishing, hunting
PRESENCE
IS

ACCUSED

BULGARIA

HAS

WORK

OBJECTION

X

HE WILL BE TRIED ON AN IDEM
NEXT
AT
CHARGE
TICAL
TERM OF COURT
Upon thtl return yesterday afternoon of a second indictment against
James Bell,' chained with perjury in
couection with tils trial of Louis Rod-ertwho yas couvicted At the November term oi court of stealing 'one
head of cat;le i&k the Bell ranch of
the Red River Lamli company, the
accused niaa was brought into court
and entered a plea of not guilty. Judge
David J. Leihy ordered the case tried
at once. A jury was secured and the
state began' the presentation' of its
case. Shortly before noon today the
state rested anoj the defense introduced its first Witnesses. It was
expected the case ,would require the
attention of the court all afternoon
and probably a portion of tomorrow
j
morning,

3,

cants.
The substance of the testimony as
given by Philip Roosevelt, a young
son of the colonel's cousin; Charles
Willis Thompson, a New York newspaper man; Andrew Abeie, a former
locomotive fireman; Edwin Emerson,
a Cuban Rough Rider compalgner,
and A. Z. Blair, a former common
pleas judge of Ohio, was that during
his campaign in Cuba, with the
Rough Riders, Colonel Roosevelt
drank only black coffee pr. water, and
never liquor of any kind. That during his political campaigns the Colonel drank champagne only occasionally and never to excess. That while
Colonel Roosevelt kept a large and
varied supply of wines at his home,
ho never indulged in them immoderately.
"He kept a regular gentleman's cellar," Philip Roosevelt said.
Colonel Roosevelt as usual, since
the beginning of the hearing, listened with the keenest interest to the
witnesses' denial from the stand that
he frequently got drunk, as charged
in the editorial published by the defendant.
,
C. W. Thompson

of New York, for

nine years a Washington correspondent, and since 11)08 a political writer
for a New York newspaper, testified
today in the Roosevelt libel case.
ue
As wasmngton conesponuem,
said, "I used to go to the White
House to see Air. Roosevelt. I saw
him usually alone, sometimes in the,
morning and sometimes in the after-- j
noon, usually in his office, but some-- j
times when, in order to lose not a
minute in his work, he received visitors while in the barber's chair. I nev-er detected the odor of liquor on ki3
breath, never saw him in the slightest
degree under the influence of liquor
and never saw his manner in any way
changed from its ordinary one."
"Ever go on any trips with him?"
"I was with him on his 11,000 mile
a wins around the circle
last year,
w uich lasted-- '
a month. I afterward
joined him at the Mercy hospitai, Chicago, when he was- shot,;lahd stayed
.there until he went to Oyster ' Bay,
went there with him and Btayed there
until election. Two weeks after he
was shot In Milwaukee he went to
New York on two occasions to address mass meetings, and I went with
him and reported them."
"On these trips did you see mu-ohim?"
"I saw him constantly at all hours
of the day and night, and never saw
him take a drink or affected by liquor. Whenever he left the car I
1

followed him,"
"Did you see him drink wine?"
"Only at dinners of the Gridiron
club, when he had a glass of champagne in front of him. He would
take a sip from it."
him if Colonel
Mr. Pound asked
Roosevelt ever used profanity.

"Never."
"Did he

ever use

obscene

compel
taking your earliest recol- chants to submit their books to an
lections of the plaintiff, wnat can you American agent in cases of disputed
say as t.o whether he was addicted valuation would be met. In uoih
to the use of liquor?"
cases the state department holds tnat
"Of course, he was not a drunic- - protests are justified. The president
ard."
upheld that view.
"What can yon say as to his
Chairman Simmons also took up
with the president questions of equalspeech; I mean as to profanity?"
"He never uses it."
ization of duties on raw materials
t
"Did he ever use obscene lan and manufactured products, among
them wheat, flour and pig iron. Mr.
guage?"
The young man remained silent, Simmons declined to discuss the pres' ident's views on those points, saying
and Attorney Pound added:
"Of course It's a delicate question, no decision had been reached, but
answer yes or no."
that he had sought Mr. Wilsons
"No," blurted the witness.
ideas, and would transmit them to
members of the finance committee.
Young Roosevelt was
by Horace Andrews for the de
Chairman Underwood, pf the house
fense.
ways and means committee, when
"Did yo't: ever use liquor in Colo asked about the
probable action of
nel Roosevelt's home?"
the house should the tariff bill come
"Yes."
back with an amendment to eliminate
"Red wine?"
the five per cent clause, said that he
"Yes, red wine, white wine, Rus- favored the retention ot the provision
sian wine, champagne, sherry, whis as one of the ways oi building up a
ky, brandy and some others."
merchant marine.
"1 believe in discrimination in fav"Quite a collection of wines.eh?"
"Yes, it was a regular gentleman's or of American ships," said he. "Forcellar."
eign nations discriminate in favor of
"What's that?"
,
their own ships, and i don't see why
"I say, it was a regular gentie-- 1 we should not."
man's cellar."
"Have you ever been to a banquet
where they
with Colonel Roosevelt
had cocktails?"
"I don't think so."
'
Attorney Andrews asked the wit- 5 GOOD SPOHTSUAN
ness
hether there had not been a
in
this
meeting of proposed witnesses
case in Colonel Roosevelt's editorial
DEFEATED AT GOLF BY
office in New York and whether the SCHMIDT,
PRAISES HIS
ENGLISHMAN,
The
was
not
colonel's butler
present.
ANTAGONIST
witness replied he did not know who
was present, except that he went, exSt. Andrews, Kng., May 29. After
pecting to give a deposition. This
a
terrific struggle ending in a halve!
concluded his testimony.
match
and necessitating the playing
newsand
writer
a
Edwin Emerson,
extra
an
of
hole, Heinrich Schmidt of
paper man, being a Quaker was not
Mass., today fell before
Worcester,
evidence
his
that
sworn but' affirmed
Liverwould be the truth, "under pains and Harold II. Hilton of the Royal
known
the
test
Golf
club,
pool
perhaps
penalties of perjury."
Witness knew the plaintiff as as- amateur golf player living. On the
sistant secretary of the navy and as nineteenth green Hilton ran down a
putt and won the hole In three
colonel of the Rough Riders, of which
Emerson was a member. Witness be- strokes against Schmidt's four. On
came field secretary to the piaintirf, Uie way out. ILlton mado tM nine
with whom he was in constant toucn. holes in 38 strokes agaiDSt Schmidt's
"When did you go to workwhat 3:', hut Schmidt reversed this scorr?
time of day, in the field " asked At- on the home journey, making the n'ne
hales in 38 against Hilton's 39. In the
torney Pound.
ci urse of a. interv'-- j ' i rter the sa::.e
"Six o'clock in the morning."
Scimidt said:
"And when did you quit?"
"I should have liked to bring rhe
"Oh, whenever a body was played
out, 8, 10, 12 o'clock at night, even championship to America. I did my
best to do so, but I have had only two
until 2 or 3 in the morning."
Roosevelt never drank intoxicants, weeks' practice this year. You see I
have to work for my living. Hilton is
he said.
a fine sportsman and a gooo. fellow
and he is well entitled to his victory."
STILL STARVING HERSELF.
London, May 29. Mrs. Emmeline
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
leader, has taken no food since she
NO VERDICT
REACHED.
was rearrested and taken to Hollo-wa- y
Newburgh, N. Y., May 29 After
jail. She is said to be in a weak
state owing to reduced vitality conse- 16 hours' deliberation the jury in the
quent on her previous "hunger case of Burton W. Gibson, the New
strike," which lessened her powers York lawyer charged with murdering
of resistance.
According to suffra- Mrs. Rqfa Szabo, w& client, had
release may be ex- reached no agreement at 9 o'clock
her
gette leaders,
this morning.
pected at any time.
"Now,

Bell was indicted in ctompany with

cross-examine- d

!

fiEtra

j

snows oe

t

John Miller, also iccused' of perjury,
in connection with the cattle stealing
case of Roberts. Miller will not be
tried at this term, jcouert, it was stated, because some of the jurors who
are servng in the Bell case of necessity would be called upon to sit in the
Miller trial, owing to the fact that the
petit jury panel would be exhausted.
Beli'f attorneys, Reed Holoman of
Tucumcari and Herbert W., Clark of
Las Vegas, recently filed a plea in
abatement against an indictment un
der which Bell was accused of perjury. District Attorney Charles W.
G. Ward accordingly presented additional evidence to the grand jury and
caused another indictment to be
drawn. This indictment being presented and the attorneys on both sides
announcing they were ready for trial,
the case was begun.
The state introduced evidence to
show that Bell, in the case of Roberts
last fall, testified that the defendant
in that action was in his company
upon a certain night 'last summer,
while evidence introduced showed that
Roberts was in the Bell pasture at
that time. The state set up that
Roberts was couvicted upon evidence
contrary to that given by Bell, showing that his story was discredited by
the jury.
The defense introduced a number of
witnesses to show that Bell's reputation for honesty, and veracity is good.
Bell testified in his own defense. He
stated that he had worked as a special officer for the El Paso and southwestern railway and at present Is engaged in the cattle business.
The case is being fought hard by
both sides. A large number of witnesses and friends of Bell and Roberts are here to attend the trial.
indictments
In addition to the
Miller
the
and
Bell
grand jury
against
yesterday afternoon returned a
bill exonerating Clemente Lueero of
the charge of larceny of cattle. The
grand jury is working hard and ex
pects to complete its labors on Saturday.
e

FLOODS

IN

IDAHO.

Lewiston, Ida., May 29 The St.
Joseph river, the highest navigable
river in the United States, is above
the flood stage today and houses at
St. Mary's were floated from their
foundations today. Boats are landing
passengers at the railroad station.
The water level In the Snake river at
Lewiston rose two feet to 20.5 feet
above the low water level In the last
24 hours, but no great damage has
been done.
enow molting In
Heavy rains and
caused
the floods.
the mountains

IS

FO

FOR LAZY MEN.

Seattle, May 29. Preparatory to
enforcing the new "lazy husband" TO SELL TO HIGH BIDDERS
law, effective June 6, which provides
that husbands who do not support SALE TO BE CONDUCTED AFTER
their families shall be sentenced to
THE MANNER OF PLACING
hard labor, the proceeds of their Work
MUNICIPAL BONDS.
to be given to their wives, plans lor
the construction of a stockade on 63
acres of county land were taken up
A
TRUSTEE IS PROPOSED
today by the county commissioners.
The land Is covere-- l with small timber and large stumps, and the sheriff UNDER THE LATTER ARRANGEs
believes a 'large gurg of lazy
MENT STOCK WILL BE PRACcan be kept
busy seyeral
TICALLY DISFRANCHISED.
months clearing the ground.

HIS

ALSO

PLANS

STOCK

AGREEMENT

DRINKS STRONG LIQUORS
AND OBJECTS TO THE USE OF
PROFANITY

MILLER

TWO

DISPOSAL

NEVER

and socially.
The witness had seen the colonel
DISCUSSED
drink a glass of white wine at meals. EOUALIZATIONJS
MAN
NEWSPAPER
SO SAYS
saw him drink two
"Once
glasses," said he.
BUT THE PRESIDENT HAS NOT
DESCRIBES
."In 1912, will you explain if you
WILLIS THOMPSON
FORMED VIEWS ON RAW AND
came into any particular association
FRIENDSHIP
INTIMATE
HIS
MANUFACTURED GOODS.
with the colonel?"
WITH THE COLONEL
"His mail had grown to a great
proportion and it was turned over to
Washington, May 2D. Senator
Marquette, Mich., May 29. Five me. I also went on a 'swing around
chairman oi me finance comfor Colonel Theodore the circle' with him."
witnesses
mittee,
definitely announced after a
Roosevelt, a relative, a former mem"On this trip what liquor was on conference with President Wilson tober of the Rough Riders' regiment, a the colonel's car?"
day that the proposed five per cent
former locomotive fireman, a news"One of the party had a. eottle oi differential on imports in American-owne- d
paper man and a former judge, testi- whisky in his state room and there
or controlled vessels would be
fied today in Colonel (Roosevelt's was a bottle pf brandy. The colonel dropped from the tarifi bill in the
New-ett,
suit for libel against George A.
did not drink anything
except at senate on account of protests from
the Ishpeming newspaper owner. night; just before going to bed, he foreign nations.
All the witnesses called by the took a teaspoonful of
Senator Simmons also declared
brandy in h
colonel
p;iai;nff asserted that the intoxi- large glass of milk. He called it a that objections of foreign nations to
was only a moderate user of
'milk punch.' "
the clause to
foreign mer-

BACK TO PRISON.
Sioux City, la., May 29. Mert
a paroled convict from the Ne-

braska penitentiary, accused of as
saulting Mrs. Caddie Welte, a widow,
OF
near Horner, Neb. yesterday, was
a
and
posse
captured early today by
is being held in the jail at Dakota
City, Neb. Mrs. Weite was held a
prisoner for several hours by her assailant.
DIRECTORS AP'Davis is the sop of a respected UNION PACIFIC
farmer near Homer.
WAY OF
PROPOSED
PROVE
DIVORCING THE S. P.

TO SIGN PEACE

FOB

doesn't

to the

occasion.
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1

IS
AFRAID, IF MATTER
SHE WILL HAVE TO
GIVE UP SPOILS.

bus-hand-

London, May 29. The principal
Servian peace delegate in Loudon at
noon today received a message from
his government authorizing him to
sign the preliminary treaty of peace
with Turkey, it is practically certain
that the treaty of peace between the
Balkan allies and Turkey is to be
signed tomorrow at the British ror- eign office by the peace delegates of
the various states concerned.
Bulgaria, Turkey and Servia have
definitely decided to sign the document in deference to the wishes of
Sir Edward Gray, the British foreign
secretary, and there is little doubt
that the other two allies, Greece and
Montenegro, will do likewise.
Greece and Servia desire to add a
protocol to the treaty as drafted by
the European powers dealing with tne
question of amnesty and the conventions to be negotiated after peace
shall have been concluded.
Bulgaria, however, objects to the
addition of this protocol, as she regards it as like'iy to leave the door
open for further discussions, and sne
has determined to sign the treaty of
peace with Turkey without any more
delay, and so to clear ine field lor
the very grave negotiations she will
have to undertake with her allies
over the division of the spoils of victory.

New York, May 29. Two alternative plans for the disposition ot the

JAPAN TRIES TO

stock
$126,650,000 Southern Pacific
owned by Union Pacific were approved by the Union Pacific board today.

ALLAY UNREST

The first contemplates
Belling" the
stock to highest bidders, after the
EXISTING GOVERNMENT
THERE
manner of municipal bonds, a miniEXPLAINS
THE AMERICAN
mum
bid to be hereafter designated;
REPLY TO PROTEST
the second contemplates placing the
Tokio, May 29. As the result cf stock with a trustee without voting
the growing attacks by the opposition, power, to be later distributed upon
the Japanese government today took affidavit that owners era not posthe elder statesmen and other leader;-- ,
sessors of Union Pacific stock. Both
including Prince Taro Katsura. the
former premier, into its confidence on plans will be submitted to the court
the California question and submitted for approval with the request tnat'
to them the text of America's roply the company be permitted to elect
to Japan's protest against the Califor- which it will adopt Failing court apnia alien land ownership legislation proval, the Union Pacific company
m
The text of the reply sent by Wash will ask that the etock be placea
ot a receiver to be named
hands
the
ington emphasized that the question
at issue is an economic and not a by the court.
After the publl- - en of this alter- It pointed
political,
'broke.
native" plan
tbe state of California insists that
150 to 147,but speedily rallied
from
there should be no violation cf Arcer;to 149. Southern Pacific declined
treaties. After dwelling
two points to 93 and rallied a point.
on tbe friendship of the United Stales
A statement issued by Chairman B.
for Japan, the reply concludes,, that
S. Lovett of the Union Pacific executhe courts of law are open and extive committee, alter the directors
presses the hope that the quest'on
meeting, outlined the plan as follows:
maybe solved in a manner satisfac"1. We propose to offer the Southtory to Japan.
ern Pacific stock held by the Union
Pacific for public subscription, In a
Mussulmans Are Massacred.
29.
way similar to that In which New
A
Saloniki, May
dispatch from
York City bonds are offered, namely,
a trustworthy source says that the LINER STRIKES A
to invite bids at such prices and tor
Bulgarian troops have destroyed the
such amounts of stock as the bidder
Saloniki
of
between
Hadkji,
village
DANGEROUS HOCK may desire, with a minimum price to
and Serres, and have massacred the
be hereafter determined under which
Mussulman population.
no bids will be accepted, with such
restrictions as the court may prePASTHE HAVERFORD, WITH 1,000
scribe respecting tne amount ot
WILSON ANNOUNCES
IN
IS
OFF
DISTRESS
SENGERS,
to be allotted to Union Pacific
stock
QUEENSTOWN
stock holders. Provision is to be
APPOINTHENTS
offer in orQueeustown, May 29. The Ameri- made for underwriting the
insure
der
Buccess.
to
its
went
can Line steamer Haverford
"2. As an alternative we propose
PRESIDENT IS REPLACING REPUB- ashore here today in a dense fog In to
deposit the stock in the hands ot
Daunt
she
the
of
which
Rock,
RAvicinity
LICANS WITH DEMOCRATS
some
bank or trust company, as trusShe is
is supposed to have struck.
PIDLY AS POSSIBLE
without
tee,
voting power, against the
water
and
has
making
requested lugs
certificates
is issue of its beneficial
She
to
disembark
29.-- - President Wilher
passengers.
Washington, May
such certificates having no
therefor,
oi
b
Sieved
to have 1,000 passengers,
son today sent to the senate the folholdthe voting power, but entitling the
wbcm 150 are second class an-lowing nominations:
er to all dividends and being exConsul at Manchester, England, Wil- remainder steerage.
changeable for the stock itseif upon
The Haverford took a large n'.im!liam H. Roberston of Virginia.
the
execution by the holder ot an afConsul general at Halifax, Noa of passengers on board at Liverpool; fidavit, that lie is not the owner cf
1
Scotia, Evan B. Young, of South Da- jfur hiladelpliia, and about 100
any Union Pacific stock. As this
kota.
passtii!?2r8 were waking here, hut
would result in, disfranchisement ct
Solicitor for the department of la- not tet r board. The sea is smooth the stock while held
by the trustee,
but the shore along this coast is veiy!
bor, John B. Densmore of Montana.
as
as
held
and
any Union Palong
by
i
United States attorney for Kansas, rocky and the fog continues dense.
cific shareholder, it is proposed that
Daunt Rock is a pinnacle-shapeFred Roberston of Aatwood, Kansas.
in this case the certificates should
Collector of customs for the district 'submerged rock rear the entrance cf; be offered to the shareholders ct the
Mass , jt'ork harbor. It lies under 10 feet of
of Boston and Charlestown,
Union Pacific alone, at. such price aa
water and rises from a rocky bed.
B.
Boston.
Russell
of
Joseph
the board of directors may hereafter
It is usually carefully avoided by ves- deem advisable and
Naval officer of customs in the
that if at the
of Philadelphia, W. M. Catoli of sels.
time it is deemed necessary the ofOn May 24, 1911, the Cunard liner
Pennsylvania.
fer should be underwritten."
Commissioner of Indian affairs, Cato Ivernla struck Daunt Rock during a
Sells of Cleburne, Texas.
fog and tore a great hole In her forSurveyor general of Washington, ward compartments. She was carryHasn't Seen the Plan.
Edward A. Fitznenry of Port Angeles, ing 775 passengers, none of whom was
nurt. She got oft without assistance.
May 29. Attorney-Genera- l
Washington,
Wash.
MeReynolda today said ha
Tugs Reach the Ship
Register of the land office at BufThe government and other tugs had not seen the plan for the dissofalo, Wyo., Ralph W. Reed.
found the Haverford at about 6 o'clock lution of the Union Pacific merger,
WILLIAMS' NEW POSITION.
this evening. She had struck on the d"nd was not prepared to comment o:.
29.
Professor rocks off Cork Head west of Queans-tow- it
BouMer, Colo., May
If the plans announced "in ? '
and not on Daunt Hock, as has
C. H. Williams, for three years a
professor of education at the Uni- been supposed. The passengers are York today do not contemi'laie
of the Southern r&citir.-anversity of Colorado, has resigned to being taken off.
Central Pacific, the attorney genTwo tugs which left the Haverterd
accept a position as head of the deIs expected to bring s:'.t under
of
eral
reacted1
partment
nnlrerslty extension with 700 passengers on board
work at the University of Missouri, Queenstown this evening. The tug the Sherman law to nccooi'ilsU that,
according to an announcement made Hellespont and naother tupc are still end'.
with apart iwit
This will be
today. Williams la a graduate ot the alongside the liner, eo tjhere is little
University of Missouri and Cornell doubt that all the pagsenser and t'jo Jisilntion of th Voloo
1'i.r.
crew will bo saved.
university.
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DURING THE COMING TEN YEARS
EIGHT
USE
WILL
THEY
AND A HALF BILLIONS
M. L. Park, vice president of the Illinois Central Railroad, in an address on
the subject 06 railway regulation from
an ouerating standpoint, said that
eight billion, five hundred million dollars would he required In the next ten
years to enable the railroads of the
United States to meet the ratio of progressive inductrial achievement essential to continued prosperity. Mr. Park
Is in no wise optimistic about how to
get the money.
"Financial men tell us," said Mr.
Park, "that the money must come
from the public, either at home or
abroad: and it is generally conceded
that it is becoming more and more
difficult every day to Merest cai
either at home or abroad, in railroad
securities, due to the fact that the
railroads are between the upper and
the nether millstones of the insistent
demands of privileged labor, unnecessary legislation and regulation. "
Mr. Park makes the startling statement that of pvery dollar taken in by
the railroads, !ij cents go back to the
public almost immediately in waes,
supplies, taxes, and interest. "There is
no magical hox," he says, "from which
unlimited wealth can be taken to pay
for freak requirements. The public
must pay for them. Railway taxes are
increasing six million dollars per annum; fuel and other supplies, including labor, are going up until surplus
es are about exhausted, and rates
must be raised, or these, inroads on
the revenue stopped.
"The railroads are the very arterle3
through which our entire business life
arteries
pu' .ateS. Coagulate these
an the whole business life will grow
sic' ; on the contrary, if their treatment is to be sane and considerate,
our business life will be Invigorated
beyond measure."

I

Vor.

4.

l.

:

J.,

this direction that the work of the
plant is to be extended so that all the
switch points and switch guard rails
used on the entire system will shortly
be, the product of the Newton railmill.
To this end considerable new machinery has been purchased, which will be
housed in a commodious new building
now being erected.
Reduction in Death Rate
Comparing the year 1912 with 18SS,
the government statisticians find that
the death rate in this country per
million of population, due to murder,
has increased 173 per cent. The death
rate due to trespassing has increased
47 per cent. The death rate to passengers due to accidents to railway trains
has decreased 69 per cent.
The reduction of the death rate to
passengers is attributed to the vigorous caution campaigns which the railroads have carried on the year around
educating employes engaged In the
handling of trains with a view of transporting safely persons entrusted to
their care.
Suggestion has been made that the
employment of more efficient methods
in educating children in the importance of obedience to law would In a
generation change the death rate due
to murder from an increase to a de
crease. Suggestion also is made that.
the enactment of laws to prohibit trespassing would change the death rate
due to that cause from an increase to
a decrease. Only nine slates in the
1'nion have adequate trespass laws.

Alvan N. White, state superintendent
of public instruction.
Mr. White is a favorite in Albuquerque and his extemporaneous talk
on educational work in the state was
received wtih hearty applause. He
impressed upon the audience chiefly,
the work that is being done by the

state department, and the need for
support of the State university,
strongly emphasizing the importance
of the remarks of Judge Richardson.
Changes In Faculty.
Some very Important changes In
the faculty which wil'i take effect in
September were announced by President Boyd. The president announced the resignation of L. B. Stephan,
H. H. Conwell, G. R. Roberts and
Miss Anita Thomas, all of whom are
leaving the university to take up further college work.
The president thoT announced the
election by the board of directors of
the following:
Charles T. Kirk, professor of geol-

KLAUS

HASN'T

Sew Wash

MltS

:

CLAIM ON THE

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

TITLE

Wash Suits are especially desirable for the warm summer days-- no
garment will impart that appearance of freshness and daintiness
necessary to the well dressed woman, so easily as a desirable Wash Suit.

PITTSBURGHER
MUST BEAT DILLON TONIGHT TO GAIN THE
MIDDLEWEIGHT CROWN.

Style, Service and Comfort

The claim which is being made ror
Frank Klaus, the Pittsburgh middleweight, that he has a right to tne
are combined to a maximum degree in these garments,
a price which
world's title in that class is away off. J
w
them
ithin
of
the
reach
all.
put
In the first place Klaus never fought
for the middleweight title in America, and his battles abroad were not
We are showing an excellent I'ne of very dasirable Wash Suits in
at the correct limit, so that he could
all sizes, made from a variety of materials, including Linen, Linenne,
not be considered champion in any
event.
Poplin and Ramie cloth in white and all desirable colors. All are well
There is no doubt that Klaus is
made and neatly trimmed in braid, buttons or contrasting colors. Let
one of the beet mlddleweights in the
ogy.
us show you these garments.
S. Griswold Morley, professor of country today and that his battle
with Jack Dillon at Indianapolis tomodern languages.
Ralph M. Barton, professor of night wi'il be a
ship
mathematics and civil engineering.
affair, but that does hot make him
All of these men come to the uni- world's
champion by any means.
versity from big eastern universities When he meets Dillon he will be
and all come with the highest recom stacking up against a man who has
BUSTER
CROSETT
mendations from educators of nation as much right to claim the American
has Veas'LeadingStoro
al standing. The president also an- title as he has, and for that reason
BROWN
and
nounced the conferring of the E. S. the contest should be all the more
FOR
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DOUGLAS
Cover prize of $10 upon A. K. Leu- - interesting..
BOYS and
It is alleged that Klaus won the
SHOES for
pold, for the making of an universal
galvanometer shunt. The committee world's title when he won from Billy
GIRLS
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Established 1862
South Side Raja.
on the Stover prizes awarded no sec- - Papke on a fou'i in Paris last March,
and third prize.
but the fact remains that they did
middleweS-4b'The Alma Mater was sung as the not fight at
limit,
The great calamity In omalia was
on
did
the
the
final
number
neither
meet
the weight re- other fighters for matches. Now they
program,
they
quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suf- audience standing and singing the quirements when he and Carpentier, have both signed up for five battles
Jefierson Haynolds, President.
fering and sickness from eclds and rousing song with a will. The bene- the Frenchman, fouglt Klaus win- each before the Stadium manageRev- ning on a foul
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that they will be sent against the
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S. B. Davis, Vice President
Omana,
writes: "My erend C. A. Foreman of the Presby- round.
H. Erie Hoke Assistant Cashier
When Stanley Ketchel was killed English heavyweights and also some
daughtr had a very severe cough and terian church.
the man next inj line o his title at from America who are expected to
cold but Foley's Honey and Tar ComA COLD IN ONE DAY
TO
time was Billy Paike, for Papke sail later on.
CURE
that
pound knocked it out in no time."
had won the (chamrionship
A Chance for Other Ancients.
Qulnln
from
Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer Take LAXATIVE HROMO
If the two Australian Bills can
Cablets. Druggists refund money if it Ketchel only to lose it again in a
and Red Cross Drug Store.
E W. GROVE'S Big later battle.
Stl'il later Papke and work the come-bactails to cure
stunt then there
con- is hope for some of the Americans
Ketchel fought a fierce
nature Is. on each box. 25c.
test, the latter getting a close deci- who have appeared passe. Squires
UNIVERSITY HOLDS HOLIDAY FOR STOCK EXCHANGE sion. Therefore! Papte at that time is. in the thirty-fourtyear of his
New York, May 29. On account of was best entitled to the champion- reign, while Lang has touched, the
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M
Memorial Day the New York Stock ship. It was then that Billy waB en- thirty mark, so it 13 plain they are
COMMENCEMENT Exchange closed at the end of busi- gaged by Hughj Mcintosh, as. Cham-- - not young roosters. Here is a chance
ness today and will not reopen until pion middleweight to visit Australia for Peter Maher, Peter Courtney
next Monday. The Consolidated and and meet the bpst men there, which Jim McCormick, Steve O'Donnell aad
Capital, $1J30,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits J35.000
THE STATE INSTITUTION IN AL- other exchanges followed the lead of he did, hut he lost to Dave Smith a few others of the last decade to set
and1 also to Johnny Thompson,
Loss and Damage Campaign
but sail for knagarooland and grab off
the big mart in taking a three-daBUQUERQUE
ADDRESSED
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and AcThe fact that nobody wants a claim
afterwards defeated Smith. Thomp- a few matches with the come-bacBY JUDGE RICHARDSON.
holiday.
son fought at the real American lim- vets And it might be well for Kid
f( r loss of or damage to a freight
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
The spring montns often find a it of 158 ringside and Insisted at that McCoy to make a trip to the Antiposhipment 13 an important factor in the t Albuquerque, N. M., May 29. The
nation wide campaign to remove as annual commencement exercises of woman tired out, with pain in back, time that the contest be for the real des and tackle the entire bunch, for
far as possible the causes for such the state university were held here hips and head, nervous and sleepless. championship, j
it Is dollars to doughnuts that the
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Never Reccgnized Thompson.
claims. Th;
ti causes arehspro-- yesterday. Contrary to the usual cusKid, with his forty years hanging on
Foiep Kidney Pills will quickly prove
Thompson has never been recog- his shoulders, would walk through the
packing'S.f improper handling. tom, but in conformity with the prac- their worth and value as a healer of
ithout trouble. There is no
Tho shippers, by organized endeavor, tice in many large institutions, the all kidney and bladder ailments and nized as champion middleweight, al- iot
hate undertaken to remove the for commencement exercises were held irregularities. They are a splendid though he had as much right to it as need to include Jim Jeffries in the
It was his age that lot as Jeff has given the He to the
mer, while the railroads are making upon tne campus instead of in the remedy for rheumatism, clearing the anyone e'ise.
statement that he intended to make
a strenuous effort to remove the lat- Elks opera house.
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back, the newspapers
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In the whole Muio
sions against him. It was then that
of mollclne
are striving for prompt and safe de
President Boyd first introduced
he was considered out of it. Eddie there is not a healing remedy that
livery. A smashed package is paid for Judge Granville A. Richardson, of
McGoorty, Jack Dillon, Frank Man-tel- will repair damage to the fiesh more
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CHARGE OF NEW BENCH IN
day the three are on a 'level with
which is a serious feature in these State Educational Institutions," is a
FIFTH DISTRICT
Frank Klaus for the championship.
days of close figuring. The interest classic. It goes directly to the heart
has been signed by Manager Hugh over the American in number of high-clas-s
as far as the United States is conof the shipper and the railroad being of the educational needs of New MexSanta Fe., N. M., May 29. Judge
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Coach Larry Sutton, of the Brook160
title
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The Santa Fe railway, which has shine State.
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Degrees.
Conferring
is catching for Cy Youns's and helping the youngsters
though it occurred last Monday. The
of the good pitcher for the Dahlen crew. Lartherefore, has a little to boast of. backstop,
Following Judge Richardson's adwest, reports a marked decrease m
Cleveland team in the new Federal Boston Braves, grab games for Starl- ry is
following is the official appointment This makes the Dillon-Klau- s
0
match
prepared to go as high as
President
dress,
Boyd proceeded with made
the number of claims, and officjals in
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by the governor:
and maybe a little more for a
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degrees.
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Jack Slattery, the old major leaguer,
Eexecutive Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
s
The National league has a big lead
twlrler.
Bill Squires Coming Back?
that the time is not far distant, when mony was solemn and dignified and
Section
under
1,
Whereas,
Chapter
was
Two
a
Australian
are
brief
in
address
repreceded
by
be
item
will
heavyweights
the loss and damage
which the president of the university, 24, of the session laws of New Mexico, making an effort to come back Bill
duced to the. minimum.
of 1913, the number of district judges
was
dubbed
the
departing from the stereotyped form
Squires, who
Rail Mill at Newton
of commencement address, talked in the Fifth judicial district of the "quince" when he came over here to
CAPITAL PAID IN
In order to economically
utilize
SURPLUS
to the seven young men state of New Mexico, is increased tu meet Tommy Burns for the championwornout rails, the Atchison, Topeka earnestly
two
act
of
same
secton
the
and
$100,000.00
two;
$50,000.00
and women who have completed the
ship, and Bill Lang, another aspirant
and Santa P'e railroad is operating a
work. These are as follows: provides that said additional office who wanted
to annex
the
college
heavyrail mill at Newton, Kan. All tha
Eldred Vernon Anspach, Bachelor shall be filled as now provided for the weight title.
worn or defective rails which have
i
:
filling of vacancies in the office of
of Science. Major:
Squires' last battle of any account
Chemistry, The
been replaced on 'any of tho Santa Fe
sis: "A Preliminary Study of the Wat- district judge, now, therefore, I, Wil was in the fall of 1909, when he met
lines are assembled at Newton and an ers of New
liam C. McDonald, governor of the Bill
Mexico."
Lang in Melbourne and was put
average of 500 rails a day is received.
S. M.
Amos Lindsey Aulich, Bachelor of state of New Mexico, by virtue of the out in the final round of a
D. T. Hoskins, Cashlw.
Cunningham. President.
They are slid on skids from the cars Arts. Major:
in me vested do hereby ap battle.
Prank
authority
"A
B. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash
Springer,
Thesis:
the
took
of
That
out
History.
fight
to the. platform, where they are transpoint G. A. Richardson, of Chaves Bill for a time and he went to liva
for liberty."
Struggle
ferred by a system of greased rollers
William Cobtirn Cook, Bachelor of county, New Mexico, as district judge on his Btation
L
TS
(or farm) in INew
to any desired point in the shop.
of the Fifth judicial district of New South Wales. When Billy Papke and
Arts. Major: Classics.
Bails replaced on the main line,
Evelyn Everett, Bachelor of Arts. Mexico, and to fill said office created the American boxers were over there
which are to be subsequently used for
by the law above referred to, under in 1910 an effort was made to match
Major; English.
sidetracks, are worked over, straightClyde Kelly, Bachelor of Science. the qualifications prescribed by law Squires with Papke for the light
ened, sawed to the required lengths Major:
Done at the exceutive office this heavyweight title of that country, but
Chemistry. Thesis: "A Stuffy
a
and drilled for new bolts. Such rails of the Waters of the Jemez Plateau 20th
the ring, asday of May, 1913. Witness my Bill would not
as cannot 'be used for sidetracks are of New Mexico.'
hand and the great seal of the state serting that he could not get into
sometimes Still good enough to be
Lillian May Kieke, Bachelor of of New Mexico.
condition.
The fact was Bill wantwrrked over; for bi'Jge guard rails. Arts. Major: English.
(Signed) WILLIAM C. McDONALD. ed a nice chunk of money for the
Vhe'! they can. be put to no better
Since the commencement of 1912,
chance against Papke, but when the
i:"c, 'ie rails are cut tip and painted President Boyd announced that the
Foley Kidney Pills repay your con- Stadium offered to make good he
STOCK
S3O.000 00
for iniie posts, for which service they degree of Bachelor of Arts had been fidence In their he?
ling and curative backed water. Lang tvas also out of
are well adapted. The damaged por- conferred upon Miss Erna Mary
n
qualities. Any kidney or bladder dis- the running at that time, having hurt
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
tions which have been sawed off are
whose major work was done ease not beyond the reach of medi- his hand, but last year he took anare
Friction
saws
sold as scrap.
used In history. Miss Fergusson is now in cine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cor- other chance,
after having been
for all cutting operations.
delia oopeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "I .knocked out by Sam McVey, arid
Washington.
Wm. Q. HAYDON
President
At the present time, about 100 frogs
had kidney and bladder irouhle for fought a
Governor Not Present.
battlo with the
H.
KELLY
W.
a month' are also being turned out and
Vice President
Governor McDonald was unable to over a year and 5 bottles of Foley changeable Jim Barry. Bill lost the
all the frog clamps used on the San- attend the commencement exercises, Kidney Pilis cured me." It la the decision.
D. T. HOSKINS
Treasurer
ta Fe system now come from the New- although an address had been expect- same story from every one who uses
While all the heavies were In Auston shop. The work of making and ed from him. However, President them. All say, "they cured me," O tralia last winter getting the money
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
repairing f'Tjs and clamps effects a Boyd in announcing the governor'B j !7. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Squires was taking life e&S7 on his
In
the course of a year, and absence was able to Introduce Hon. Store.'
big saving
farm and Lang was busy training
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Engaged in poultry farming.
Agent for a wine firm in New YorK.
Likewise, we may also set down
some of the things the marquis has
not done.
Never married a poor girl.
Never, knowingly, ; Blade love to
one, for that matter..
Never toiled from 8 to 5 and loug-eor shorter.
Never paid cash for anything.
Never went to th9 altar without
getting the money first.
Never was at home to a bill

in two weeks they set up, electrolysed
and printed 225.000 copies of a Quarto

!

THRU

rnlnmll
M
"

"What was the matter?" te envov
asked.
r
MAN
double-pagcircular announcing
"I couldn't ,help it; I always told you
ceremony, iwemy thousand extra!
I couldn't help it," Dunn answered.
copies were printed in German, Bo"Weren't you doing well, and didn't
AT
OF
hemian, Hebrew, modern Greek, Sywe treat you nicely?"
rian, Italian and French. Incidentally
"Yes; I must be insane," said Dunn.
they turned out a hundred copies of
"I made much, more money honestly
END
the Latin psalms recited at thu serthan I could expect to get In any othvices.
er way. Crime is in my blood, I think.
The yearly commitments of Chilian
I always come to my senses when it
MGR. FARLEY WILL INAUGURATE
WILL NOW SELL HIS TITLE TO A
averaged 1,000. In 187R the proteeW.y WILLIAM DUNN MADE MORE AND is too late; so don't talk religion tc AUTHOR OF "THE DAUGHTER OF
RICH WIDOW; WAS ALICE
ANNIVERSARY OF CATHOLIC
A REBEL" SAYS THIS DOChad in its fare 2.300. Last year it
EASIER
MONEY BY BRUSH
me.
PROTECTORY
THAW'S HUSBAND
j
TRINE IS CORRECT
cared for 4,291 children of both exes.
THAN AS A CROOK
"I did not talk religion to him then
The average yeariy population is clofte
or
at
other
Anderson
any
time,"
says.
Never acknowledged the friendly
New York, May 29. Next Friday to 3,000.
Sweet is the sound of wedding bells
"Men are the natural slaves of woThere are 75 brother?, J7
New York, May 29. Word comes "When I gave him the basement room
to the Marquis of Hertford. Whai a salutation of happy-facepawnbrok- will be a jubilee day for the New sisters of charity, resident and ron- - from Dannemora
men
and were created strong and inWilliam
that
prison
for a studio he said that perhaps after
York Catholic Protectory, having com reFident
merriment of wealth their melody ers on the street.
physicians,
instructors
Dunn, artist by temperament, burglar a while he would feel like attending telligent for that purpose," says Mra.
of
Never was half as good an actor pleted 50 years' activity In the edu- ai'orers.
foretells. The
and highwayman because, as he said, some of our meetings, but he must be G. Vere Tyler of New York, author
these same old bells, golden bells, as he thought he was.
cation of wayward and destitute
The Rev. Brother Henry is ths ;en ihe could not control his Impulses
left alone, to do it of ihs own free will. of sketches and books, among them
But She Has Money
first fell pleasantly upon his noble
youths. Fifty thousand children have
director. Sister M. Antoninus Is ward crime, is dying there of tuber- - I helped him all I could, but we never "The Daughter of a Rebel," a novel
Little is known at present of Mrs. been cared for in that period.
ears, when, as the Earl of Yarmouth,
with tha
in charge of the female departments culosis. As is common with sufferers mentioned
religion. I believe that his recentfly published, dealing
he married A'lice Thaw in Pittsburgh Mosscockle not even her first name.
The jubilee will take the form of an The officers and board of
from that disease, his mind at every last crime was holding up a man in temptations a young girl has to fight
managers
in 903. While the bells of Calvary But doubtless we shall near more of outdoor celebration lasting all day. are
business men interested in prac rally builds castles for the future, all the street. He got nothing by that act with in New York to make an indeChurch pealed the earl peeled a num- her later. She has, though, not been In the morning there will be a
tical charities. One of the successors based on an honest life; but Dr. Ran- but was sentenced as an habitual pendent existence.
ber of much needed thousands from able to conceal! from her fiance tnj
mass on the ball field, at which of Dr. Ives, the first
"From earliest infancy woman la
president, was som, the hospital physician, says the criminal.
He had served 11 yeas
the Thaw family bank roll, says the important fact that herniate husband1, Cardinal Farley will preside. In the
in by man and is taught to bebroken
L.
born
in
Hoguet,
Ireland, of last stage has been reached and that and nine months in the Rhode Island
who was a Queensland attorney, died afternoon there will be addresses by Henry
Kansas City Star.
is all powerful. On account
he
lieve
Frenhc ancestry. For 25 years he had he may die any day.
state prison and two years in Auburn
The bells will soon be performing in 1904, leaving her a fortune of more Justice Victor J. Dowling, Judge Ju- been
his
of
superiority and being
physical
president of the Emigrant Sav
Many families in the upper part of to my knowledge.
again for the marquis he has been than half a million. We are speaking lius Mayer and Judge Robert J.
and cleverly reminded by,
constantly
Until his death in 1890 the city have on their walls examples
bank.
ings
"His was as curious a case as I ave
wearing this title since the death of of half a milion pounds, now, mind
him of her physical waknesses sho
Very Rev. Dr. John P.
he was actively associated with the of Dunn's art. Although uninstructel met in an experience of 20
years with alo'iws this idea to get
his father, the sixth Marquis of Hert- you. . For correct information concernwill preach the sermon at the institution.
possession of
His grandson, Robert in any school, he had the knack of prisoners. My belief is that men conford, a little more than a year ago. ing her bank account in American mass.
to the extent of all else. She Is
her
Administration buildings at Louis Hoguet, is in charge of the gol
reproducing familiar objects In faith- victed of crime can 'come back' and
Comes now Mrs. Mosscockle, a neb dollars, please multiply by five. Two Van
harnessed by his supposed strength
Nest, where the celebration will uen juouee. ueorge a. Komnson, a ful likeness, and his pencil and brush lead useful, honest
but Dunn and so blinded that she can see no
lives,
widow, who is lonely and willing to appearances in the bankruptcy courts be
can be reached by both sub convert, was president for 13
held,
years earned him an easy living when he seems to furnish an exception to that
pay to hear the bells ring. Her en- of England have made the marquis way and elevated trains.
thing except that which is exactly
and is still a member of the board of chose to employ them. He would rule."
marthe
some
to
at
is
rather
It
impecunious
quick
gagement
figures.
ahead of her, or that which he wills
The two chief activities of the pru managers. This year Myles Tierney
"I feel lonesome and forsaken,"
paint roses, looking as if fresh picked,
e
quis has just been announced and thing of a coincidence that Mrs.
her to see by his flattery. The maare the trades schools at Van succeeded him as president.
teetory
on a common
holder, the Dunn wrote to Envoy Anderson In ona
lives in Hertford Street, May-faipreparations for the wedding in LonNest, and the Lincoln school of agriFrancis Higgins is first vice pros kind on which butter is trayed, and of his depressed moods, in a letter jority of women allow their powers
don will shortly be made.
She also has a country place in culture at
to grow weaker year by year from tha
Lincolndale, N. Y. In the dent; John Burke, second vice presi they were
Whenev- received only 'a few days ago. "You lack of
bought.
Berkshire.
Made Use of Thaw Money
eagerly
youth, due to the fact that eno
former the boys are taught
dent; Lorenzo Fllo, treasurer, and er he tried more lasting work purchas- know that I am a man who has not
Alice Thaw, sister of Harry, and
The marquis is described as being
is under the mental control of man,
typesetting, electrotyping, Robert Louis Hoguet, secretary.
ers seemed almost equally eager to seen a Christmas outside of a prison who in
daughter of the quite late Wiliam tall and rather slender, with brown
reality always fears the awakThe. managers are George B. Robin-senpritnlng, binding, shoemaking, tailoriron
buy at better prices. He never lack- for 21 years that I am not a healthy ening woman.
and
millionaire
comwere
that
once
railway eyes
Thaw,
unwisely
ing in fact, every branch of indusFrederick W. Floyd, Francis His-ins- ed a marktt when he wanted it, but man. Consequently whenever I leave
"magnate," was disbursing agent for pared to the luminous orbs of E. H.
"Another reason that men have
the girls are instructed in the dotry;
John Burke, William V. Hurst. he has spent 21 of, his 37 years In prison having no place to go and becourse
Of
five
Sothern. Eefore he tried to better
the marquis for
years.
power over women is that civmestic arts, stenography, typewriting", Charles V. Fornes, Thomas P.
he was Earl of Yarmouth, then, and his fortune by his marriage to Alice
prison, due to his inability to resist ing without funds and unable to do ilization produced eensuousness
in
etc.
Richard
O'Gorman, Myles the lure of crime.
manual work, I naturally drift back to women, and man,
aside from his promotion in ranK, Thaw he was busy living on the al- bookkeeping,
by nature not senon a Tierney, Lorenzo TJllo, Thomas F.
school
Lincoln
Is
built
The
In prison his work has been as pro- crime. Do not think be ungrateful suous, took advantage. Woman is domthere is now only more expense in lowance of 500 pounos $2,500 from
farm of 600 acres, fully stocked. Here
James Clarke,- Mgr. Joseph F. lific as circumstances would permit. for your past kindness to me. I am inated
keeping up the family estates and his late father, dodging creditors,
only through sensuality or Its
rather less of the stuff that keeps dabbling in society and affairs of the boys who show special aptitude for Mooney, John J. Pulleyn, John J. The keepers have let him keep pen- well aware that you cannot au any- outcomes vanity. The clever slave,'
them up. Her marriage was annulled stage. His valet, Dickenson, once farm life are taught every branch of Deery, Edwond J. Curry, Michael J. cils in his cell and sometimes colors. thing for me, hut having no ont co understanding this, has pandered to
The actusl Mulqueen, John J. O'Donohue
science.
and There was no market there and when correspond with it naturally does my both and so obtained power.
at her request in February, 1903. It complained in court, that he liked agricultural
was an annulment, not a divorce, be- working for the nobleman excepting guardians and Instructors ate thu Joseph A. Gouldcn. Mayor Gaynor he made his sketches he gave them heart good to receive a letter from
Carry a Whip
cause the Countess of Yarmouth, for the fact that he could not keep Brothers of the Christian schools and and Comptroller Prendergast are
to other prisoners. One of thou you.
"Women are the natural insptrera
freely
members.
"I hope you will kindly excuse the of men.
which title she then possessed, al- his salary. It was always "borrow- the Sisters of Charity. Brother Bara picture in colors of the Virgin, was
Their mission Is to tell
an expert in farming, ha
leged that the marriage was never ed back" on pay day. Between pay nabas,
retained by the warden, who framed absence of any religious sentiment in them what to do and see that they to
of the Lincoln school.
Cure for stomach Disorders.
consummated.
this letter. I hope I may be spared to It. Nietzsche, one of the most adit and hung it in the prison chapel.
days Dickenson spent most of nls charge
Disorders of tha stomach may bf
Its First Head
She showed
the English magis- time making trips to the pawnshops
Dix
my liberty and, if possible, one vanced of woman's slaves, an abnorregain
Governor
Interested
use
avoided
of Chamberlain's
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"DO IT ELECTRIC ALL Y"
is the prize winning slogan
THE SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT, Inc., announces after careful
of nearly three thousand designs and slogans submitted by various contestants, that the prize of $100 for the best slogan to popularize electricity was
awarded to five contestants who submitted the same slogan:
con-siderati-

"DO IT ELECTRICALLY'
The five contestants being:

gray-haire- d

-

E. B. Featherstone, Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Jose, CaK
K. Tornberg, 91 Hanover St., Lynn, Mass.
Max Lowenthal, New York.
C. B. Biggers, League of Jovian Interests, St. Louis, Mo.
J. A. Burk, United Electric Light & Power Company, New York.

The S100 prize for the most suitable trade-mardesign was awarded to
The
is reproduced herevith:
York
S.
New
City.
winning
design
Dodd,
prize
Philip
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"DO IT ELECTRICALLY

THE SOCIETY FOR ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT, Inc., and the undersigned,
local
its
representative, desire to thank the many peop'e who contributed sugtheir interest in the contest.
for
gestions

"DO IT ELECTRICALLY"
"A Twitch of the Switch" and Electricity will serve you in a thousand ways.

Electricity makes your home brighter and more attractive.
Electricity does away with the housewife's drudgery.
Electricity is the most efficient form of power.
An Electric Sign is a business getter.
At your request our representative
write or phone for an appointment.
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an advance of Va to Vz rose to 92
The close was steady with July
net higher at 91.
July corn after the opening un
changed to
higher at 57V4 to 57,
rose to 57. The close was stead;
at 67Vi for July, the same as last
night.
July oats started the same as last
to 3Sy2 and
night to Vs off at 3S
.
then went to 38
First transactions in provisions were
unchanged to 15 higher, with Septem
ber as follows:
Pork $19.87V&; lard
$11.17; ribs $11.37. The closing
Quotations were:
Wheat, May 91; July 91; September 911; December 93.
Corn, May 57; July 57; September 57; December 50.
Oats, May 42; July 38; September 38; December 38.
Pork, May $20.50; July $20.20; September $19.80.
Lard, May $11.15; July $11.10; September $11.20; October $11.07.
Ribs, May $12.75; July $11.77;
September $11.40; October $11.07.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 29. Dullness and
heaviness were the features of to-

day's market. The approaching holidays were mainly responsible for the
restricted dealings, but the effect of
the St. Louis and San Francisco receivership, which stocks fell to new
low records, remained as a depressing
factor.
Among high priced issues Canadian
Pacific was prominent for a furtli
iecline of two points. Weakness, iu
minor railway shares such as Missouri, Kansas and Texas common and
preferred, and Texas and Pacific suggested' liquidation, and bear pfessva
begotten of the Frisco situation. Erie
first preferred fell over a point. Bonds
were irregular.
t.
f;n,
Prices showed some disposition to
improve in the later trading, but the
market continued stagnant pending
the publication of a statement bearing
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Pacific

segregation plan.
The market closed heavy. Announcement of the
Harriman dissolution
plans, made lu the final hour of 'ho
fluctuation.-- ,
market, caused
in both Union Pacific and Southern
Pacific, the balance of the list assuming a more even tone but showing
general net losses..
73
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110
Sugar .
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160
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...14874
60
United States Steel ..
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Attorney W, O. Jiaydon left last
night for Albuquerque where he will
be on business for the coming few

PERSONALS

NORMAL SENIORS ALUMNI HOSTS TO

days.

Enrique'sena, deputy United States
B. Laydon of Watroiis came in last marshal, returned this afternoon from
for a short business visit in Raton where he has been on a short

You

THE NORMAL

TO GET THEIR

Have

When your canceled check is returned lo you by this institution that you
have made payment to the proper parties. Start a checking account and
pay all your bills by check. It is the convenient and modern way and

evening
you are sure to obtain a receipt ior everything you pay for.
business visit.
Las Vegas.
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a
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ueen visitors in
(EL
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from Albuquerque for
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C&pital
Mrs. William Lewis returned tnis Mexico Normal University auditorium
of the alumni association of the
ness visit in Las Vegas.
quet
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where the annual
from
Pennsylvania,
afternoon
New Mexico Norma'i association for
U. J. Dixon, reresentative lor a shoe
she has been for the past month vis of the school will occur. An excellent the
graduating class, which was givfirm o bt. Louis, Alo., was a business
the
been prepared for
iting her son Norman, who is located program has
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Western League.
be
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oration
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The
Papen, Miss
evening.
near Philadelphia.
was the most successful function of Cornelia
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delivered
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for
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National League.
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night.
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the memory of the late RepresentaH. J. Collins of Denver came in tive Forest Goodwin,
Chesley Hllburn science department, who has been
Sanchez,
Maine Antonio
Third
last evening from Amarillo for an in- district.
The new
given a leave of absence.
Thomason, Alfonso Jose Trujillo.
Normal d- Instructor Is O. L. Hargrave, princidefinite stay in Las Vegas. He will
Candidate for five-yea-r
enter the employ of the Santa Fe
iplomaFlorence Louise Trahey. v,of pal of the schools In Payette, Ida.
TO TAKE PART IN JUBILEE
BASEBALL
Mr. Hargrave comes well recommend
Candidates for degree, bachelor
Railway company as a brakeman.
29.
a
speNew York, May
Carrying
Miss B. E. McBeth and mother of cial invitation from the German em- pedagogy
Freda Frank Appel, John ed as a teacher and also as an in
Wimber Baker, Grace structor and trainer of athletic teams.
Maud
Raton came in last evening from that
C.
Baker,
I
National League.
peror, William Dunlng of Richmond,
The speeches of Miss Tamme and
place and will' remain In Las Vegas Ind., and Paul Werner of Cleveland, Gertrude Barker, Mabel Benfer, MarChicago at Pittsburg; clear.
for the coming summer. Miss Mc- O., sailed today for Hamburg to par- guerite Bernard, Bessie Cavanauh, Mr. Timmons were appropriate and "Cincinnati at St. Louis; clear.
c
Alaska Nevada witty. Mr. KeUey, though assigned a
Beth will attend the Normal summer
Brooklyn at Boston; clear.
ticipate in the great celebration next Salnuel Jesse Daley,
Eva Felton, difficult, and, as he said, dangerous,
school.
Philadelphia at New York; clear.
month of the silver jubilee of Empe- Davis, Nona Zoe Davis,
Kate Hope subject, managed to nandle it efW. W. Wilson, reresentative for the ror William's
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Pearl
Hutchison,
American League.
Werner is a Jennie
reign.
National Biscuit company, ca::ui In storekeeper In Cleveland and Dunlng Livingston, Leona Whltcomb-Logue- ,
fectively. Mr. Kelley showed he has
Detroit at Chicago; clear.
Addle Mair. the real Irish wit and "gift 0' gab."
last night from Denver and was a busi- is a locksmith.
St. Louis at Cleveland; clear.
Both are natives of Aurora Refugio Lucero,
C. Mc- - Miss Liva Lichty proved in a laughMary
ness visitor here for a short time toMcMahon,
Leona
Boston at Washington; clear.
As young men they served Artie
Germany.
He has a broken arm caused together In the "Kaiser Company," Reynolds, Rufus Mead, Elmyra Miller, able manner that "'!" means woman's
New York at Philadelphia; clear.
day.
Manette Alice rights. ' Her speech was one of the
too
much baseball.
from
American Association.
the first regiment of the guard, one Daisy Carolyn Murphy,
Rose May Pow most witty on the entire program.
Miss Manette Myers, of Santa Fe, of the crack
Thne
Toledo at Louisville; clear.,
regiments of the Impe- Mvers. Phllin Power,
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National League.
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and will construct a bridge near Las
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American League.
Vegas during their stay here.
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Whltworth FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
TTXa LA JARA HUNTING R. Russell, Mrs. Leona
La Junta to Albuquerque and other iron, Tin and Steel Workers almost
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CLUB.
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PISHING
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doubled
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housekeeping.
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We Pay 2 Per Cent Interest On the

Daily Balances of Checking Accounts
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("Caught en the Fly" Jumping from El
Paso Denver)
Mort Singer's Tuneful
Comedy
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50c
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San Dieo
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Cx:-roo-

$48.50
S43.50

San Francisco
SS5.00
S50.00
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
$77 M
Special dates, shorter limit
$7250
first

further parti
at ticket

Agent
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NOTICE OF REDEMPTION OF MORA
COUNTY FRACTIONAL BONDS
Notice is hereby given to tho holders of Mora county six per cent Fractional Funding Bonds of the issue of
August second, A. D. 1897, payable
at any time after August second, 1907,
and on or before the second day of
August, 1917, at the option of the
board of county commissioners of said
county of Mora, New Mexico, that upon the presentation of the said Fractional bonds at the office of the treas
urer of the said county of Mora, New
Mexico, on or before the first day of
July, A. D. 1913, the said treasurer
will redeem the said bonds by paying
the full face value thereof together
with all legal accrued interest.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
MORA, NEW MEXICO,
By JOHN GANDERT,

The

nstructiv

Attest:

Chairman.

TITO. MELENDEZ,
Clerk of said board.
JOHN R. STRONG,

Iu6H

75he

Bhe

OPTIC

NOTICE

In

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAS DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

(

f

II

i

MT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A.

third

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

first

and
in
Viaiting

.ln

W. M., H. 8

fourth

Meets Becond

Thursday

ai

eaai

evening

month at VV. O. W. Hall. VUiHat
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
Secretary.

Thursday

aach month.

u. O. MOOSE

L.

coai-- .

Regular

brothers cordially Invited. Wm. P. Mills,
Petten, Secretary.

V
RATES

M.

munlcatlon

COLUMN

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
O. of B. B. Meets every flrai
NO. 2, Tuesday of the month In the vestry
4-

I.

centt per line each insertion.
Estimate lx ordinary word to a Una.
No ad to occupy leit apace than two
llnea. All
advartla mentt chargad
will be booked at apace actually sat,
without rep,ard to number of worda.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

Treasurer and
Collector of
the County of Mora, New Mexico,

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave
d Tues-Js- f
day In each month at Mar
aonlc Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Reg-!u!a-

Klnkel, B.

C;

.

Chaa. Tainme,

rooms of Temple Monteflore at
o'clock p. tu. Visiting brothers are
Isaac
AppeL
cordially invited.
President; Charlea Greenclay, See

retary.
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meeta every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street All vial
ing brethren cordially invited to e
N.
F. D. Fries,
tend.
Gui
G.:
Ihman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

LOBBY

S.
M.,

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYMASONS Regilar con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

1.

April 1. 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Vin
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
cento Ciddlo of East Las Vegas, who,
8. Meeta firat and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIh
on December 16. 1907, made horns-steaat 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
NW
entry, No. 052DI, for V
Mra. J. O. Rutledie, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
V section 31, W
SW
section 30,
tron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
township 14 N, raaso 17 E, N. M. P.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Mala 329.
M., has filed noiice of intention to THE
GLOBE SERVICE want's a repClerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
make five year proof, to establish
uty. Visiting memDers are esperesentative in every town in this FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
claim to the land above described, be102 Meos every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially
Good side money, prefer
county.
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commisO. R. C. Hall, on Douglat avenue.at
party holding position now honesty
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
8 o'clock.
members are
Visiting
and promptness only essential. No
June 7, 1913.
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
Ask Globe Service, 71
canvassing.
ATTORNEYS
Claimant names as witnesses:
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
Sentinel Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
Abeyta and Pedro Clddio, East
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER A HUNKEP
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-jillWANTED Agents to handle our line
H. Hunker Chester A,
George
Las Vegas, N. M., Luclnda J. de
of casting baits. Big money for B. P. O. ELKS Meets second end
Attorneye-at-LaTrujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
live men. Send 50 cents for sample
New
Las Vegas.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
month Elks home on Ninth street
and attractive proposition. The
Register.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth
Moonlight Bait Company, Paw Paw
ersare cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
Mich.
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConTAX PAYMENTS
DENTl
DR. E L. HAMMOND,
don,
Secretary.
Notice is hereby given that any WANTED Dining
room
403
girl.

I

Wanted

Advertising

,

o

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?"

H...

"What shall I wear?"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.

Railroad avenue.
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
COUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
become delinquent ou June 1, 1913,
804.
NO.
Meeta
aecond and
and after July i, 1913 will he subject SALESMAN WANTED Two experiIn
O.
R. C. Hall,
fourth
Thursday
to a penalty of five per centum.
enced specialty or advertising sales
Pioneer building.
Visiting memmen for staplo meritorious, highly
Further notice is hereby given, that
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
after July 1, 19J3, notice will be duly
advertised line handled by all clas
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Devlne,
ses
of
merchants. Large, well
published of the public sale of all
known manufacturer. Positions ofproperty upon jvhich taxes of A. D
NO.
LODGE
I
DORADO
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
fer excellent chance of advance- EL
KNIGHTS OF PV
for such sale, find such property up
ment.
Men worth $3000 per year.
on which taxes
are then delin
TH AS Meets ev
Write Box 495, Iowa City, Iowa.
quent, will bvj sold as required by the
ery Monday even
WANTED Two good
session Laws of 1913.
!ng in Castle Hall
farm hands
Dated at Las Ve.?as, N. M., May 14,
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St
Knigiiti
Visiting
1913.
s.re cordially invit
WANTED Dining room girl at Bis
EUGENIO ROMERO,
ei. Chas. Llebacfi
Treasurer and
Chancellor
mark Restaurant.
Collector, San
aer,
Miguel County, N. M.
Commander. Harrj
'"'tatin
WANTED Four mules ranging from ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
5 to 6 years In age. Not to exceed Seal.
HOW'S THIS?
66 Inches high and weighing 900
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of Albuward for anv case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
querque and Cerrillos Coal ComCure.
pany,
Madrid, N. M.
F. J. CHENEY &

Mam
Male

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" pos-

-

B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description
moderate prices.
Room
Center Block. Tel. Mam
Enst Las Ve;:as. N M

OR.

F.

1

For Sato

in-

Testlmonpials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- HOUSEHOLD goods for sale
gists.
at 1005 Grand Avenue.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

spirations and suggestions constantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.

in

N. O.

WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs

despriptionNo

impurities, no

20c
25c
40c
50c

'

per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100

lbs

lbs
lbs
lbs

1200

Lincoln Ave

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

r

-

20c per 100 Iba.
25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 Iba.

AG U A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aaa
Lasting Qualltlea ol Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE

701

DOUGLAS AVENUE

FOR RENT Three sunny rooms
suitable for light housekeeping. Inquire 623 Twelfth street.

HERMAN

429 GKAND AVE.

ANT Ads
Are Best

FOR RENT

15he

air,

of any
nothing- but Pure Ice.

RETAIL PRICES

Miss

Furnished rooms over
York's store. Telephone 317.

AMD

From Distilled

Inquire

FOR RENT

SIGN PAINTING

Subscribe for The Optic.

Las Vegjas Ice & Storage Co.

For Rent

CARRIAGE

Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. m

2000 lbs or more, each delivery
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Sallow complexion is due to a torHERBINE purifies and
pid liver.
strengthens the liver and bowels and
restores the rosy bloom of health to
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Cen- FOR RENT Furnished four room
tral Drug Co.
Cottage, ?6. Will take invalids'.
417 Eighth street.
AUTOMOBILE,

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scali
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure

Phona Moiin 227

FOR RENT Front bedrcom.
508 Main Avenue.
Richley.

Don't neglect your ad

Professional Health Culture for Ladlti

CRYSTML IGE

oO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and finan- FOR
SALE A good refrigerator; J,
cially able to carry out any obligaC.
Normal or Y. M. C. A.
Baker,
tions made by his Nrm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio. 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intercash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevnally, acting directly upon the blood
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
and mucous surfaces of the system.

sibilities.

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
larawood Finishing. Paper Haatlar
nd Glaitai.
Eatlmateo Cheerfully Glvan.
Old To
'eat Side PUna

Suite of nicely furnished
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Eighth street.

FOR
511

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

furnls'hed

Market Finders

flat

.

l

i-

I

People read advertising now

New ideas, new thoughts,

Crockett Building

Office Telephone
House Telephone

J-

LOCAL

1

TIKE.CAHD"

Nr0.

ftepari

2....

No.
No.

No
No.
No.
No.

9:10 p. m

..11:05
8.
10

p.

m

.

2:05 a. m

...

m

.

.

1....

3....
7....

J....

D.

Between . Murphey's
drus
store and the Hot Springs Boulevard, a new soft fety hat. Finder
leave at Optic office and rective
reward.

LOST

EAST BOUND
Arrive

adi. aearch out the people to whom among ali
those who MIGHT BWT the particular thlag it worth moat.
Classified

Lot

9:15 p
U:05 p
2:10 a
2-

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
:15 a.
6:10 a. m
:30 p.
m
4:20 p.
7:00 .
6:35 p. m

:

r
p

CHICHESTER S PILLS
Sir
riH

S

4"

g

in Htd flf.d
scaled wim

a lirand,
mcMllicVV

iuld

iti'io RiUwn. V
no.?,,
Tol.6 no other, rtiiv nr vtmr V
Ask for

IU.!lri.;s.Tr:R S

SOID BV DRUGGISTS

tVERTOSE

'

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo somaoi
ad. In this nawspaper and would never hear
your property unlesa It were advertised here.
who reads the

i

Othera, who read and ana er ads. in thia newspaper want (m
are annous to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articloa of Bsefulness of any sort, nd rausical !
atrumenta.
As the classified ada. are read bj all possible buyta, of all o
aible aorta of thlaga, they have coma to be finders of the beat

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY CPTIC,

:palma is the
favorite, as

SMOKERS

INEVITABLE

mm-'A

.

BEAT

A

RAILROAD

Boycott on Subway Lines Causes Re
vocation of Offensive Rule in
Berlin.

)

M

The boycott against the under
ground railway in Berlin by smokers
hii7.
'JK.-- Z
is proving effectual, and devotees of
the weed will soon be able to smoke
in the subway if Police President von
Jagow consents, says a Berlin dis
patch.
THE YOUNG
Some months ago the Berlin under
RACE DRIVER WILL BE POPground
railway announced that smok
ULAR TOMORROW.
ing would be absolutely forbidden af
ter a specified date. It was declared
that the smokers defiled the cars and
Indianapolis, Ind., May 28. Althat their running to and fro in search
though the distinguishe.l foreign dnv.
of the smoking coach, which it was
ers are centers ot attraction at the
impossible to place in the same rela
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, Ralph
tive position on each train, caused
DePalma, the young
serious delays and detracted from the
who won the hearts of all motor fans
efficiency of the service. A tremendous protest went up and every Berlin
last year still stands high In public
Mr. ri,--: tiro n Dey ain' no use talkln' paper sided with the
smokers; but
regard. DePalma is working consist- 'u a woman
the ralway company , was obdurate,
ently to prepare himself for the 600
Mr. Charcoal
How so?
and shortly after the regulation bemile race which will lie held at the
Mr. FlatironShe done bound to git came effective Von
Jagow embodied
Speedway May 30, and whenever he o' wid weepin' er hammer yo' wid it in the police regulation. The
on
ventures
the track In his yellow
tiatirou, buhlieve me. Han' me d
smokers then began boycotting the
Mercer car, the crowds which fill .osa liniment, Mistah Charcoal.
underground, despite the fact that it
affords quicker communication along
the grandstands cheer him with a vigits route and willingly sacrificed their
or that is reminiscent of 'iaat year,
SPEAKING CF LIVES
extra sleep daily in order to smoke
when after having his engine break
on their way to and from work. The
on
down as the darlni driver Vas
his
company sought various explanations
last lap he attempted to push his big
for the falling off in its receipts, but
Mercedes across the goal. At that
soon discovered that the abolition of
time DePalma became an established
the smoking cars was the cause of the
loss of business. Announcement has
favorite, and his present attempt to
now been made that the smoking cars
retrieve the fortune he lost by not
will be replaced, providing Von Jagow
1912
race
will
finish
the
able
to
being
is willing to rescind the police orI
v
..
fce watched with keen interest.
der.
DePalma Is by Instinct a scientific
race driver. He possesses those qualiCAUSED TOURISTS A SHOCK
ties which best fit him for the hazardous career he has mapped out for
Pair Thought They Were Being Ambushed by Wild Animals, but It
himself. He has unlimited nerve, and
Was All Right.
accidents cannot cause him to falter.
When Injured at Milwaukee last year
Who says that adventure is dead?
1
his condition was so grave that it
iiar
Only the other day a motorist and his
was feared' he could never race agam.
wife were taking a turn through the
But owing to the fact that DePalma
forest of Fontainebleau when they got
a "turn" of the sort they hardly bardoes not know the meaning of dissi"It is said that a cat has nine lives." gained for.
pation and that he is in prime physiThey found themselves being am"That's nothing. Time has mow
cal condition all the time, he rallied
bushed
by a lion, and we know on
from the shock and his first thought lives than a cat."
authority how impresShakespearean
"How
do
that?"
you
figure
sewas whether he would be able to
can stand an Indefinite sionable the fair sex is at the aptime
"Why,
cure a suitable mount for the race amount of
proach of that kind of "wild fowl."
killing."
he has now entered. On the other
The woman promptly fainted, and
monsieur shut on the clutch at grande
hand, he is not foolhardy, but knows
ONLY DOUBTFUL CITIZEN
Vitesse.
how to use the brains with which he
No sooner had madame revived
endowed.
has been plentifully
than they encountered a panther.
There were many people who were
This was too much of a good thing.
filled with wonder as they watched
Monsieur was about to say so with
DePalma practicing this year. They
all his Gallic eloquence when the exnaturally expected him tQ go on we
planation turned up.
e
A troupe of psuedo Arabs with
track every day and1 attempt to brealc
and spear came up to explain
all standing records. While there is
that they were working off a film
no man in the racing game who likes1
for a cinema firm, and the beasts were
lo break records better than DePaldrugged.
ma, he does not be'iieve in doing bo
It was a sorry climax, but It all
unless it Is in an event which, la ofcame "into the picture," and especially the changing emotions of the
ficially timed. During his early days
motorists' faces from alarm to action,
of training he drove slowly, but evfrom indignation to' relief. New
and
was
moment
of
he
time
that
ery
York Sun.
watching his car and figuring just
how the best results could be obtainEngland's Breakfast.
ed. Every stroke of the pistons had
It is reported from London that a
a meaning far DePalma, and every
recent attempt to introduce grape
chug of the exhaust told him just how
fruit as a breakfast food has failed
"Everybody is telling exactly what and that a heavy importation of those
things were going with his machindelicacies has caused such a slump in
ery. He learned exactly how much you will do if you are elected to
the market that costermongers are
gasoline was consumed and1 how the
"Yes."
them from barrows for a penny
selling
were
car was balanced. His tires
aiso
"Well, what will you do?"
apiece.
"I don't know yet"
given a large share of attention and
This Will surprise no one who has
when, after a few laps, the car was
ever lived In England. That country
taken into the garage, DePalma and
has known many changes during the
UNPROFITABLE FOR HER
last few years. Caste lines have been
his assistants he'id a consultation and
obliterated; the silk hat is no longer
all defects were remedied.
an object of reverential worship; acHe Is now ready for the 500 mile
tors have been knighted and bands inDerace, and is full of confidence.
troduced into restaurants. But the
Palma is not given to talk, nor can
breakfast table is the last ditch of
it be said that he has ever uttered a
British conservatism. The Englishman eats bacon and eggs 365 mornword about himself which was not
ings in the year and welcomes leap
honest and conservative opinion.
. lit,
.
F
year because it enables him to indulge
When he says he feels he has a good
in that delightful dish 306 time3.
chance of winning, that statement is
The monarchy may be abolished and
based1 upon his own knowledge of
the house of lords deprived of its prewhat his car can do: He has been
rogatives, but the English breakfast
will remain as it was in the days of
watching the practice for weeks. He
the Conqueror. Grape fruit will never
knows the other cars almost as well
have a place in it. New York Heras their own drivers know them, but
ald.
still he is not afraid.
"This 500 mile race on May 30,"
Remembered Grudge.
DePalma said recently, "will undoubtQueen Wilhelmina's recent visit to
Paris has moved the paris correspondedly be the greatest the world has
ent of the New York Sun to tell again
ever known. The list of cars which
a story of the days when her majesty
will start is formidable. It brings
"Did you return his presents and was the most popular young personthe best that Europe and
in the world.
America can place on the race course. get yours back after you quarreled?" ageIn the revived
edition, the story is
"I
not.
He'd
have
should
all
say
bata
real
will
contest
be
The
speed
to the effect that she found it hard to
of that deal."
the
best
tle from beginning to end. Every
learn English, and perhaps for that
reason did not love England. The
inch of the ground will be hard
ROASTED HER
first map of Europe she drew showed
fought. The limitation of the piston
Belan enormous Holland, a
displacement to a miximum of 450
but an almost imand
gium
france,
more
race
malfe
the
will
cubic inches
perceptible Great Britain.
closely contested than any of the
To draw, particular attention to the
previous 500 mile races have been,
diminutive island representing Engand1 the people will witness the pretland, she wrote below it, "Land of
Miss S." (her English governess).
tiest contest in the history of autoYears later the young queen said
to
to
out
am
win,
I
mobile racing.
to the minister plenipotentiary of EngAmerica
of
honor
the
racing
uphold
land:
if I can. I am an Italian by blood,
"Be sure to tell her majesty, Queen
but I am proud of the fact that I am
that I love Englishwomen,
Victoria,
an American, and unless the unfor-eee-n
all Englishwomen."
To which the minister bowed, and
happens, I believe I will be the
the Queen added:
first to cross the tape,"
"All Englishwomen are not govern?
esses!" Youth's Companion.
A slight cold In a child or a grown
person holds possibilities of a grave
When a Ship Is Lost.
nature. Croup may come on suddenWhen a ship is posted at Lloyd's a
debell Is tolled once. In the very unusual
ly, bronchitis or pneumonia may
V
Mt
event of a vessel arriving in port aftvelop, severe catarrhal troubles and
er being posted the bell is struck
consumption are possible results.
twice, and the caller makes his anFoley's Honey and Tar Compound
"I must have made a hit at the nouncement from the rostrum amid a
cures
at
cold
a
outset,
croup
the
nips
auchre yesterday. Everybody seemed breathless silence. On the
day insurquickly, checks a deepseated' cough, io the talking about me."
ance money is payable, all who were
"They talked etill more about you on the missing ship are legally considand heals inflamed memhrances.
O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store. after you left."
ered dead.
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INFANT

BRIDES

Marriages In One Caste in India
ways Occur Before the Age

Al-

IS

of Twelve.

Four hundred weddings were celebrated simultaneously on a recent
Saturday at Surat, India, among members of the Lewa Kunbl caste, according to the London Mirror.
None of the brides was over twelve
years of age, the majority being from
one to six years old, while the bridegrooms varied from three to nine.
Most of the contrcting parties sat or
lay on the laps of their parents during
the ceremony, and were given sweets
to keep them quiet.
The caste only celebrates weddings
every ten or twelve years. It is quite
a common thing for the children of
the caste to be married when they are
only four, five or six years of age, but
marriages at an earlier age than four
are exceptional.
These baby brides, of course, do not
join their husbands when they are
married. They wait until they reach
the age of ten or eleven, when there
is a second marriage.
Should a baby bride's husband die
before she reaches the age. for the second marriage she becomes a widow
and has to remain so all her life.
In such cases the widow at once
loses caste. Her ornaments are taken
off her and she becames a sort of out
cast, looked down upon and generally
made a household drudge.
The husband, on the other hand,
should his baby bride die before the
second marriage, may marry again.
In fact, he is expected to do so within
a few months of the death of the
bride.
If he does not marry again within a
few months he loses caste. His fel
lows refuse to smoke or drink with
him.
MARRIAGE

LAW

IN

ITALY

Ceremony Is Only Legal When Pel
formed by Mayor of Place
Where Couple Reside.

In Italy marriage by law Is a civil
contract, only legal when performed
by the mayor of the place in which the
couple who desire to be married reside, or his assessor, and It must be
performed in the city chamber.
Some hotels and not a few pensions
in Rome are the constant resort of
needy adventurers with titles real or
spurious to their names, Duke This
and Prince That, who are always on
the lookout for money, says the Christian Herald. Aided, it may be, by
some one in the hotel or pension, they
get acquainted with a rich American
family with marriageable daughter
To one of these love Is made and mar
rlage is arranged.
Such have no difficulty In finding a
priest to perform their ceremony. It
is done. Then the adventurer deserts
the girl, and she has no remedy. Some
few years ago a young girl was so
treated. Her pseudo husband, having
secured her money, left her and mar
ried civilly and legally an Italian
woman with whom he was in love.
The victimized girl shot dead her betrayer and his wife. Recognizing the
provocation she had received, she was
Another girl simlt
left unpunished.
arly betrayed committed suicide.
Our Haughty Crests.
The feathers of the day are not suited to the locomotion of the day.
A lady who has one of the new
smart low automobiles, and several of
the new, long, upstanding plumes
adorning her new small hats, finds the
task of reconciling her headgear with
her way of getting around rather
temper--

trying.

If she only had to lower her
haughty crest and butt Into her car
like a goat at a cat, it would be only
Once in,
temporary inconvenience.
the plume is again in the way of the
roof, and must either ba Injured or
its wearer's head must be bowed as If
in grief for the whole of the journey.
Holes could, no doubt, be made In
the top of cars for hat trimmings to
go through In fine weather. These
might be regarded In the light of roof
gradens or roof feather farms, and
would surely enhance the appearance
of covered cars.
After all, knights of old wore their
plumes above closed visors! London
Sketch.
Revising School Studies.
no one say that the schools
have fallen into a rut and are able to
see no possibility beyond their routine. There is a school in Oregon,
In a rural village, where credits are
given to the children for the "chores"
they do at home, for milking the cow,
feeding the chickens, chopping the
firewood and similar tasks, which a
few years ago all country children
used to have to perform. Similarly in
the Erasmus Hall high school In
Brooklyn there is a teacher who 1b
giving his pupils "credits" for doing
the family marketing. Of course, we
suppose these Brooklyn children when
they grow up will do their marketing
by telephone or wireless, or not at all
if the kitchen, which Is now becoming

Let

a kitchenette, disappears entirely. But
what a vivid idea of history It gives
it themselves, after
them to
the manner of their grandfathers and
grandmothers!

New York Tribune.

Her Help.

"The fact of the matter i3, I never
amounted to anything before I was
married."
"Then you give your wife credit for
awakening your ambition?"
"No; for making it necessary for
me to get out and hustle." Chicago
Record-Herald-

.

EEVEN

LUCKY

MISTAKE

Accidental Exchange
scripts Saved the Day for
Two Aspiring Students.

of Manu-

By

MILDRED

CAROLINE

GOOD-RIDG-

E.

"This is a great moment In your
life, my son," said the mother of
Adolphus Barclay. "I hope and believe

There Adolphus gasped. His eyes
stared at the neatly typewritten pages
before him. He was electrified. The
room swam. He paled, ho trembled.
A mute horror seized his bewildered
senses, and a cold, ominous sweat began to creep down his back. A realization of his awkward position came to
him fully, as he observed that the
students were staring wonderingly at
hint on account of his sudden stoppage of speech and the prolongation
of his unaccountable silence.
This flashed over Adolphus; the
manuscript before him was not his
own! In his hurry in leaving the train
the humorist had grabbed up the
wrong manuscrl; ' roll.
It was the crucial, critical moment
in the life of Adolphus. He could not
speak extempore, he could not remem
ber his lecture verbatim. A hundred
eyes were focussed upon him. A sudden resolve camo to him. In desperation he called out huskily:
"The subject, of my lecture is 'The
Jokes of the Ancients. "
"Good!" "New!" "Give us a sample!" and like eager and urgent calls
filled the air.
Adolphus began to read. He had
not proceeded ten lines before he
realized that the humorist was an
adept in his line. There were only
ten basic jokes in the world, he
claimed, and the ancients originated
them all. With exquisite wit and
finish the manuscript expatiated on

that it settles your future."
"And I am sure that it will," declared Algernon Barclay's sister.
"Don't you think so, Irma?"
"He certainly deserves the best the
can give
answered
world
him,"
Adolphus Barclay's fiancee, blushingly
sweet as her eyes answered the deep
love light in his own.
pro
'well, we will soon know,
claimed Adolphus himself. "Where is
Good-by,"
my manuscript? Ah, here.
and kissing all three of the best
friends a young man ever had, the
hope of the Barclay family made a
rush for the railroad depot
A year out of college, critic and au
thority on ancient literature, Adolphus
was striving hard to win the tutelary
plum of Harris college. It was a two
thousand dollars per year position, these.
with perquisites. In case he won it,
As Adolphus proceeded there were
there would be a wedding, a family grim smiles, then guffaws. At a deremoval, and he would feel settled for cided interruption the lecturer looked
life.
up in his mild, astonished way, to
So far everything looked favorable. observe the room convulsed, with jolly
auAdolphus had appeared before the
men laughing till the tears came into
gust college faculty and had read his their eyes. One student was so overpaper on Egyptian poetry. He had come that he had fallen to the floor
made a hit. It seemed as if his posi- in a spasm of uproarious hilarity.
tion was assured. A few days later,
The jokes were funny, but there
however, the president of Harris wrote was an added zest to the apprecia-tivenes- s
him to come down with something
of the audience. This was
bright and interesting, and give the the solemn, owl-lik-e
seriousness of the
students a sample of his erudition.
lecturer. To Adolphus it was no fun.
"I understand a good many wealthy All this was trivial as compared with
men send their eons to Harris," his own high literary screed. Besides
Adolphus explained to his mother. "I that, his province was to instruct, not
suppose the college heads wish to to amuse, and the faculty might criticater to them. If I make a favorable cize.
Impression on the students, I fancy
With wild whqpps the crowd made
I will be acceptable all around."
a rush for Adolphus as he folded up
The result was the manuscript in his manuscript. Four stalwart fellows
the black leather roll which Adolphus raised him on their shoulders. Amid
gay hurrahs they started from the
room with him.
"Gentleman!
gentlemen!" reprimanded a stentorian voice as they
reached the doorway, and the president of the college halted the proces-

SHE WAS INTERESTED
By JOSIE

ROYSE.

"Baby games!" whispered tha girl

with the high collar, disdainfully, asL
she glanced at the table of puzzles
laid out for the entertainment of the

guests. "What bright ideas some people do have! I wouldn't waste my
time over them!" Then she settled
back in an arm chair.
"No, thank you. I don't believe I'll
try tonight," she replied to her hos
tess, who asked her to choose a puzzle. "I passed the age for those
things ten years ago." With that she
smiled so superciliously that the hostess flushed, but passed on to the
next guest without comment
"Here!" remonstrated the young
man with a white carnation in hit
coat "I get another choice! Thii
one is a mistake. It never was in
tended to come apart, and so it Isn't
fair! Give me that heart thing it
looks easy!"
"You foolish boy!" exclaimed th
girl with the high collar. "Getting e
cited about a puzzle! Why, I could
work them ail when I was twelvt
years old!"
"Maybe so," replied the man witt
the carnation, "it'll take some derm
onstration to prove it, however. Her
take this jigger and see if you can get
the Inside out, without untying the
string!" He handed her a puzzle.
"Thank you!" laughed the girl witk
the high collar, laying down the
"I think I'll gain more by just
thinking than by doing anything ec
perfectly useless!"
"Well, then, here's something to Bi
and think about," exclaimed the girt
with the violets.
"Just mediate or
the fact that they say it's gospel truth
that you can get this dingus off
dingus without breaking the wire
that it Just slips off like a ring! I'd
deny it, but Sally turned her back on
me just a tenth of a second and then.
pu-zle-

.

this-othe-

sion.

"It's all right, Prex," declared the
ringleader of the riot "We've elected
him our new professor, and we're going to give him the honorary degree
In all our fraternal societies by carrying him three times around the
campus to the tune
A rollicking college song rang out
from the formidable, blustering mob
bearing Adolphus in triumph from the

of"

y7

ccene.
A favorite ali arouud, the young
man was settled for life, and a happy

bridegroom in the bargain, a fewweeks later.
That was not all of it. The humor
ist hunted up Adolphus to get back
his manuscript
The one he had taken by mistake he claimed had saved
the day for him. Its sentiment and
classical tinge had just caught his
audience. It gave him a great repu
tation for versatility, and the lecture
bureau had raised his pay. He hired
Adolphus on the spot to write him a
vein,
Stared at the Neatly Typewritten series of lectures in the same
and this work resulted in some subPages.
stantial pin money for his delighted
now carried. It dealt with ancient little wife.
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
romance, precisely the thing to suit a
lot of young fellows, he decided.
Adolphus caught the train just in SHE LIVED WITH SKELETON
time, threw his roll up In the car rack
and sank into his seat to move along Aged and Eccentric English
Woman
to make room for a second hurry-up- .
Expected Reanimation of Dead
a manuscript
This latter also can-leSpinster Friend.
roll, the exact counterpart of that beThe discovery of a skeleton of a
He likewise
longing to Adolphus.
tossed this into the rack, and smiled woman who died apparently two or
three years ago, and whose remains
broadly as he said:
have bean kept in a bedroom by an"Music?"
"lec- other woman, "so that they could both
"Oh, no," replied Adolphus
be buried together," has been made by
ture."
"H'm; so? Further coincidence. the police at Wimborne, Dorset, Eng
land.
Same line. Shake."
An inquest was held the other day,
He was a jolly fellow, and he and
Adolphus struck up a speedy acquaint- and as strange a story was told as has
ance.
probably ever been heard in a coro"I am a professional humorist," he ner's court.
Sarah Mary Kearley, spinster, aged
told Adolphus.
"Bound for a Dunkard
said the remains which
settlement at Jackson. It seems that sixty-fouthe regularly scheduled man who was were found in bed were those of Ellen
to lecture on some obstrusa subject Griffin, who was nearly seventy years
I of age and who had lived with witness
Is ill, and I have to substitute.
warned the lecture bureau that T over thirty years after leaving service
would probably be ee;ged or arrested together in London.
"One morning," continued witness,
by those solemn old fellows."
They became so companionable that "Miss Griffin was not so well, and she
the train was starting up from a slop fainted and died before I went to work.
before the humorist was aware thati I slept in the same bed two nights with
the body, thinking that she would
it, was his station.
"See you again," he said, grabbing come to life again."
Witness said she did not tell anyone
for his manuscript roll and ruuhins;
of the death as she intended keeping
for the depot platform.
In due time Adolpl ua arrived at the the remains as long as she lived, so
college town. A committee of seniors that they could both be buried tomet him at the hotel and then escort- gether.
ed him to the college Itself.
They had no quarrel, witness deThey
were inclined to be chummy with clared, and added she worked for and
kept Miss Griffin, who could only do a
Adolphus.
"I wish I had made that lecture, a little sewing.
The town surveyor, who said he had;
little lighter and more entertaining,"
was the burden ot the young lecturer's known Miss Kearley for many years,,
thoughts, as he faced a throng in the said that both women were eccentric
A doctor said the skeleton was found
chapel composed entirely of students.
They were a lively set, and the hum In a natural reclining position. There
of careless chatter indicated that they was not a vestige of flesh remaining,
would be restless or riotous, just as and from an examination his opinion
was that death was due to natural
the humor took them.
Adolphus had been a studious col- causes.
An open verdict was returned.
lege man, and his trend was dignified
and grave. He ascended to the rostrum and opened his manuscript ro'X
Early Bird.
Old Gent (7 a. m.) Waiter, this
His audience was suspiciously quiet
breakfast cheese is full of worms!
Adolphus cleared his throat
"I am at your service thin evening,
Waiter Well, you know the ld
gentlemen," he began, "with a brief proverb about the early bird, sir.
talk on the"
Ch&pparral (Stanford).

"Just Attend to Your Own Knitting.
showed it to me all apart' Another
tenth of a second put it all together
She sat
I'm swamped!"
again!
down in grim earnest to pore over
her individual problem.
"Oh, I've got mine!" cried the girl;
who had been silently working. "I've
got it, and It's just as easy! Watch!"
She took apart her puzzle and put it
together before the others with tha
air of a magician.
"Huh! You chose the easiest thing;
in the lot!" retorted the young man
with the carnation.
"Here, I'll exchange, and then see who's the smarter!"

"Look here," said the meditative
man, coming up from his cornor and
speaking slowly. "If any of you
give me an inkling how to do this, I'll
give a prize myself! They say" ha
placed skeptical emphasis on tha
square. I'll give five cents to thj
person who can "
"Oh, do your own sums!" advised
the young man with the carnation.
"We've got our own reputation to livo
up to, and if I get this one thing
solved before morning I shall be everlastingly proud of myself!"
"Let's Sfe it," said the girl with thei
high collar, laughingly. The meditative man handed his puzzle to her ancj
then stood watching.
"I think you must turn this thin,
around the end," murmured the girl
with the high collar, a3 she worked
Butt
concentratedly at. the puzzle.
nothing came apart.
"Turn it the other way," suggested
some on, pausing to watch.
"Now, you just attend to your owct
knitting!" flashed the girl with tha
high collar. "I'm going to earn thai
j
nickel!"
She worked silently some minutest
"Oh, I can't do this one," she ex
claimed. "The idea of asking me toi
solve a puzzle that a grown man bal
to give up!" She picked out anothee
from the box. "This one looks eats
ler."
"Ask your baby brother how,"
advised the girl with th
violets. "They're so easy, he'll show-you!But the girl with the high collar-w- as
too absorbed to notice the
"My dear," she whispered to lwi
hostess upon leaving, "may I take,
this one home? I think I've got i t .
idea and I wur.t to try to work it out.
How did you ever think isp such a.,
clever plan as to have puzzles? I've
had the most exciting tlaio. I liat
to leave without trying thorn all!"
The hostess opened b.tr lips an.:.
bn closed thoin diacreet'y, wUtoiU
Chicago Daily News.
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Hissouri Strawberries California Strawberries
California Blackberries
Table Cherries
California Red Raspberries

Oranges
Bananas
Grapefruit

nice line
MURPHEY'S.
A

Apricots
Green Beans

Wax Beans
Turnips
Tomatoes
Beets

of GIFT

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

j!

at

BOOKS

at

lamps

LIGGETT'S GRADUATION
OLATES at MURPHEY'S

7:52

CHOC-

Try a dram 01 Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Pineapples
Table Apples

'

LOCAL NLWS

of COMMENCEBig assortment
MENT BOOKS at MURPHEY'S.

I

nil,

A
big line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at MUR.

for 50 feet
ply guaranteed
Rubber Va inch Hose with nozzle.
$4.75 for 50 feet 5 ply guaranteed
inch Hose with nozzle.
Rubber
$3.50 for 25 feet Wire Wound Rubber Hoe and nozzle.
4 blade
$5.50 for $G.75

Your water faucet
leaks
Your range needs a
new waterfront
Your stove needs
new castings
Your lawn mower
needs sharpening

DECORATION

1
2

3

Ull

cleric

We Close at Noon Decoration Day

DAY

OBSERVED HERE

1

2
3

THERE WILL BE NO PARADE OR
ORATION, OLD SOLDIERS' PERFORMING RITES QUIETLY.
band will

Nothing more pleasing than a box

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE

IS NO

LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES, for
your GRADUATION GIFT, at MUR
of

LYE IN THE CAN

El Porvenir stage will run daily dur
ing the remainder of the season. Capfive passengers. Fare $1.00,
acity,
round trip. Phone Main 20.

"HUNTS QUALITY FRUITS"
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LIGGETT'S CHOCOLATES FRESH
BOXED for the
and ESPECIALLY
SWEET GIRL GRADUATE, at MUR

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In QualityDelicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At

J.

PHEY'S.

H. STEARNS

'

PHEY'S.

Dr. R. K. McClanahan Is sporting a
broken arm today caused from too
strenuous work on the cranking of
his automobile. Somebody will sell
Doc" a
now, it is rumor
ed.
stelf-starte-

d

COMMENCEMENT

RESPONDENCE

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
T

k

""

"

'

'

i

BOOKS,

LIG

In
GETT S CHOCOLATES
fancy
boxet, INITIAL PAPER AND COR-

CARDS

at

The first car of hogs to be shipped
from the vicinity of Las Vegas was
sent out today by the Roclada Ranch
company. This car was sent to Denver, and contained some of the finest
porkers raised In the west.
The new telephone exchange In the
Castaneda hotel has been completed
and Is now in use. This exchange con
nects the main office with all the different departments of the establishment, even as far as the Fred Harvey
dairy.
All the business houses will close
their doors at noon tomorrow in observance of Decoration Day. The
mail carriers will make but one delivery, in the morning, and the general
delivery windows will be open from
8 o'clock
in the morning until 10

o'clock.

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
I

Sole Agents

Otr store will close

to-

morrow at 12 o'clock and
will be closed the rest of
the day,

.

,

,

,

,

THE GRAAF 8r IIAY.VARD COMPANY

The special pictures at the Browne
and Photoplay theaters last night wero
well attended and thoroughly enjoyed
by all. The picture at the Photoplay,
"The Little Minister," was one of the
best photoplays that have ever been
shown on a canvas in Las Vegas. The
characters in the play were taken by
the best of the Vita graph company,
each working out his part excellently.
The picture at the Browne also was
excellent. Queen Elizabeth was shown
in all her glory' In the best way that
has ever been presented in a moving
picture film. Sarah Bernhardt and
hpr compauy of stars made a good
appearance in all their parts. This
last picture will be shown at the
Browne again tonight.

Memorial Day will be observed in
Las Vegas tomorrow by the Grand
Army, a number of the fraternal organizations and many individuals.
This day, which has been observed
for the past 50 years. Is cne of the
most solemn occasions that are observed by the American citizens. Tne
old soldiers, who preserved the Union
in the sixties, on this day are hon
ored highly by a grateful nation. The
larger part of these old veterans have
left this world and can be honored
of their
only, by the decoration
graves, but for the survivors of tnis
formerly large army too much honor
cannot be shown.
The stores, tanks and public offices wil'i be closed tomorrow at noon,
in order that everybody may participate In the functions of the day. Sherman post of tie Grand Army of the
Republic will go in a body to the
cemeteries in ithe afternoon to decorate the graves of departed soldiers.
At the cemeteries the regular ritual
for the day will be read. There will
be no oration.j and the old soldiers
will tenderly and lovingly decorate
the 'iast resting places of their comrades with all simplicity.
The E. Romero Hose and Fire company, according to a custom of SO
years' standing, will go to the ceme-- '
terles In the afternoon to decorate
the graves of former members of the
organization. The East Las Vegas
Fire company probably will do the
same. Many individuals will decorate
the graves of their departed' loved
ones tomorrow, and the day will be
observed as a hallowed occasion.
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THIS WEEK AT

The Rosenthal
OPPOSITE

LADIES

GREENBERGER

Y. M. C. A.

ILL

A SURPRISE

BE

ADMITTED

in handsome furniture
is one of the most agree-

able surprises that

FREE

de-

lights the mistress
"THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE
GIRL" AT THE DUNCAN
THIS EVENING.
Not alone did Messrs. Duncan ana
Browne, managers of the Duncan

opera

of

a

home, especially in such
new, beautiful designs
in golden oak, Circassian,
waluut and birds eye
maple furniture, rockers
chiffoniers, etc., which are displayed in such elegant profusion and so!dt prices that defy competition by ........
"---

J.

C. JOHNSEN (& SON

"Complete Home Furnishers"

?150

will buy

2

East Las Vegas, N, M.

good building lots on Tilden avenue.

'
$600 will buy 3good building lot on Fifth street.
4
$950 will buy
room adobe house on a good corner.
v
$1300 will buy nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well improved

on Eighth street. '
$1600 will buy modern frame house
.

5

rooms,

street.

2

lots on Jackson

$3250 will buy modern 6 room house, all improvements, Including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 Will hllir hpniltlflll mnrlcrnu CO r.Am
nuoa affArirttifnw .
llUUUIj, C 71 J LUlUg Ul VU'
daf 3 lntn hoot InKoHnn nn Mil
'(
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU
V

WE INVESTMENT
603 Lincoln Ave.

&

m

AGENCY CORPORA TIQK
GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.

er.&..

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

Phone Purpie 5352 Thornhill, for
carnations for Decoration Day.

IS MADE

FROM

PASTEUR.IZED CREAM

FOR POPE.

This alternoon at the Kanta Fe ae- pot the band of the New Mexico Nor
mal University gave a concert in hon
of Judge William Hayes Pope, federal
justice of New Mexico, and Alvan N.
White, superintendent of public in
struction of New Mexico, f
Judge Pope will deliver the class
oration to the graduating c'lass of
auditorium to1913 at the Normal
night. The Normal band, which is
one of the best musical organizations
of state schools, played a number of seLost between Las Vegas and "Ona-v- lections at the depot and then visitone pocketbook with $15 in money ed the various business houses of tne
and other valuables. Finder please re- city. The Optic office was one of
turn to J. A. Cutler, editor of the the places honored. The band, under
Raton Range, Raton, and receive lib- the efficient leadership of O. C. Zingg,
this year has rendered a number of
eral reward.
classypieres in public and is one of
the many active organizations of the
THE ROAD BOOSTERS
New Mexico Normal University.
Four cars of Las Vegas good road
boosters will leave tomorrow morning
INITIAL CORRESPONDENCE
at 8 o'clock for Wagon Mound to at
tend the meeting of the road boosters CARDS AND PAPER for GRADUAof the northern part of the state. This TION GIFTS at MUURPHRVS.
meeting promises to be full of interS. L. Barker of Beulah drove in
est to all the road boosters. The
Wagon Mound bunch is said to have this afternoon with the first bear that
something to spring on the boosters has been brought to Las Vegas this
In the way of improving the roads season. Mr. Barker killed the animal
which will he well delivered by the yesterday near his ranch at Beulah.
best oratorg la the state. The local It will be placed on exhibition and
meat
boosters expect to return about 7; 30 sale at Graaf and flayward's
o'clock tomorrow evening.
market.

'

and cost just enough to be good as clothes
can be.

We

!

fill

They're the true Economy in clothes

$1.35
1.85
2.35

the exce'i-dehouse, secure
dramatic and musical Glass
Stock
company booked to pass
through Las Vegas en route to Denver, but also secured a great conces
sion from the show
management
whereby ladles will be admitted free
to the opera house tonight
Two seasons ago Mort Singer's,
'The Time, the place and the Girl,"
played Las Vegas at $2 prices, out
tonight one may enjoy this excellent
melody comedy at 25, 35 and 50 cents,
and also take a 'lady friend without
cost.
There are 14 people in the company, and the press has been unstintr
ed In its praise of this organization
which was "caught on the fly" by
the local showmen.
It is announced that tomorrow
'Ethel
sujecess
flight
BOOKS suitable ror GRADUATION
"Sunday" will be presented at the
GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
small prices announced for tonignt,
but, of course, the ladies will not be
The Optic felt like getting out a admitted free, as is the case tonignt.
ragtime edition this a'icrnoon on account of an enjoyable c;merl played
in front of this ff'.cs by vhe Normal University
band.
The music
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
was excellent. Leader O. C. Zingg
and his boys are capable of convert4
.f
Indies class 9 o'clock, a. m.
ing their energies into most pleasing
sounds. May their shadows never
Business men's class 5 o'clock.
grow less.

CONCERT

f"

I

This' make of clothing is distinguished
among clothes. The man who wears them
shows it and is proud of it. We make a
special feature of these goods and consider
it our right to continoubly harp on their
good qualities. The fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.

..$2.25

Ice Cream Freezers

INITIAL
PAPER
and CORRESCARDS for GRADUAPONDENCE
TION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.
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SIMPLY

The Greater Las Vegas
give a concert at the Plaza park
night starting at 7:45 o'clock.

ft

kV

PERFECTION
OIL STOVES

Btifiii

3

Miss Tlllie Enrich lias entered the
employ of Bacharach Brothers as a

,.v""---

Gasoline Stoves

Ludwig Wm. Hfeld
ML

HART, SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES

g

Phone Main 379

Wl

ON

Lawn Mowers.

PHEVS.

STEARNS STORE

5

$4.50

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil-lorto you. At the LiObby, of course.

ANOTHER TALK

Summer Needs

1

If

ASK YOUR.

SATISFIES
CRYSTAL. CREAMERY Co
IT

BAKER! GOOD
1
B

GROCER '

.THE BEST THAT

I CAN BE MADE I

Belter Milk For a Better Town
i

a.re head
quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits in Season

.',!

We

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
.

Ring out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES EVERY DAY

C.D.BOUCHER
PHONE MAIN 4 and

21

Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Slreet

Milking Tirue'4 A. M.

Las Vegas, New Mex

and 2 P. M.

I

